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SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY Understanding what drives the adoption of sustainable land management prac-
tices is critical to designing effective policy interventions. Using a stylized model informed by interview
data, we show how tipping points in the adoption patterns of diversified farming practices can emerge
from the feedbacks between a farmer’s forward-looking management decisions and slow ecological re-
sponses to those decisions. We use our model of this system to explore why land tenure policy and the
durability of incentive programs are critical to promoting farmers’ transitions toward sustainable agri-
culture.
SUMMARY
The emergence and impact of tipping points have garnered significant interest in both the social and natural
sciences. Despite widespread recognition of the importance of feedbacks between human and natural sys-
tems, it is often assumed that the observed nonlinear dynamics in these coupled systems rests within either
the underlying human or natural processes rather than the rates at which they interact. Using adoption of agri-
cultural diversification practices as a case study, we show how two stable management paradigms (one
dominated by conventional, homogeneous practices and the other by diversified practices) can emerge
purely from temporal feedback between human decisions and ecological responses. We explore how this
temporal mechanism of tipping points provides insight into designing more effective interventions that pro-
mote farmers’ transitions toward sustainable agriculture. Moreover, we present a flexible modeling frame-
work that could be applied to other cases as well as questions in social-ecological systems research and
environmental policy design.
INTRODUCTION

Both ecosystems and social systems can change states abruptly

as the result of crossing critical thresholds. These critical thresh-

olds (‘‘tipping points,’’ or states of a system where small pertur-

bations can trigger large responses) have garnered extensive

academic and public attention.1,2 However, mechanisms of

tipping points in social-ecological systems (SESs) remain largely
explained by complex assumptions about either the ecological

or social system dynamics3–6 rather than the ways in which these

systems interact.

In social-ecological systems, human actions impact ecolog-

ical processes, and the resultant ecological changes create

feedbacks that alter future management actions.7–9 These sys-

tems become challenging tomodel when the temporal dynamics

of ecological processes and their feedback to human systems
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(i.e., benefits from ecosystems services) do not align with the

temporal scale of human decision making.10 Techniques previ-

ously used to investigate both dynamic ecological processes

and decisionmaking in SESs havemostly overlooked the tempo-

ral complexity of decision making.11 For instance, agent-based

models are commonly used to explore complex emergent phe-

nomena in SESs. However, these models often use single

time-step, or user-defined, decision rules rather than allowing

for emergent decision strategies that maximize expected re-

wards over longer time horizons.11 Similarly, economic models,

which typically explicitly consider the time horizons of decisions,

often overlook ecological lags.12 While temporal dynamics are

central to understanding both ecological and decision-making

processes (e.g., land tenure affects decision making by creating

long-term incentives for management),13–16 new modeling ap-

proaches that can integrate temporal attributes of both ecolog-

ical processes and human decision making are needed.

Agriculture is a particularly interesting case for exploring time

lags in social-ecological systems, because many ecological re-

sponses to management actions in these systems (such as

planting hedgerows or building up organicmatter in soils) happen

slowly, often taking years to return ecological and/or financial

benefits, which can exceed the time frame of investment plan-

ning. Further, the duration of land tenure varies considerably

among farmers, which creates variation in, and constraints on,

horizons over which decisions strategies are optimized.16

Farmers on owned landmay be able to plan for payoffs that occur

over the course of multiple decades or generations. Tenant

farmers who lease their farmland, by contrast, may be con-

strained to the decisions that pay off during the length of lease

agreements. In the United States, leases are most often short-

term, single-year contracts but can extend up to 10 years.17

Finally,while agriculture is regularly citedasakeydriverof anthro-

pogenic ecological change,18–20 different types of agriculture

have radically different effects on ecosystems. Some forms of

agriculture rely on promoting ecological processes that regen-

erate ecosystem services for their productivity and are less input

intensive (diversified farming systems), while others rely primarily

on external inputs, suchas chemical fertilizers andpesticides that

often degrade the surrounding water, soil, and air quality.21 In the

context of diversified farming systems, diversification practices

includehedgerows, crop rotation, intercrops, theuseof compost,

growing multiple crop types, reduced tillage, and cover crops.

This type of diversification is distinct from the concept of opera-

tional diversification (i.e., increasing the rangeof revenue streams

produced on a given farm, such as tourism or value-added prod-

ucts) and has been shown to promote ecosystem services that

benefit farmers, including soil fertility andwater-holding capacity,

pest and disease control, pollination, and productivity, thus

providing an economically viable alternative to chemically inten-

sive methods of crop production.22–25

While adoption of diversified farm management practices en-

compasses a continuum of actions and outcomes, suites of

practices are often used together in a package, coalescing

around distinct stable states or ‘‘syndromes.’’26–28 The mecha-

nisms used to explain and explore these patterns in agricultural

systems mathematically have relied on the assumption that both

ecological (or production) and decision (or economic) dynamics

are non-monotonic (a function that both increases and de-
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creases).12,28 In coupled dynamic equations, if either of these

systems is approximated as monotonic (a function that only in-

creases or only decreases), the larger social-ecological system

is characterized by a single stable point (or no stable point), mak-

ing multiple syndromes of production impossible to explain with

dynamic equations.12,28 In other words, the existence of distinct

stable states in agriculture—defined by high levels of biodiversity

and associated ecosystem services on one hand and low levels

of biodiversity and comparatively high synthetic inputs on the

other—cannot be explained in conventional models without

assuming complex structural dynamics. While non-monotonic

assumptions are often reasonable, equilibrium explanations

overlook the temporal component of both the ecological and de-

cision processes central to agricultural SESs.

Markov decision processes (MDPs) provide a convenient

mathematical framework for modeling decision making29 in

SESs because they allow for (1) formulation of situations in which

environments (in this case, agroecosystems) change slowly and

stochastically and (2) land-management decisions that are for-

ward looking and based on predictions about how those deci-

sions will impact a farmer’s productivity and vitality in the future.

While MDPs have been widely used in a variety of environmental

control problems,30 they are rarely applied to modeling and

exploring the dynamics of social-ecological systems. In addition,

like other modeling approaches, these methods are scarcely

informed by, or ground truthed with, social science data.

Leveraging social science data, such as interviews or surveys,

can help inform critical features of social-ecological models.

This paper presents a stylized MDP model of the adoption of

agricultural diversification practices to explore the ecosystem

service patterns that result specifically from interactions between

forward-looking decision making and a slowly changing environ-

ment (see experimental procedures for further details). Our

modeling work is inspired by patterns and system characteristics

(e.g., the concept of forward-looking decision making) that

emerged from the extensive empirical fieldwork with farmers

that our research team has conducted on commercial farms in

California (see experimental procedures for further details)31–33

and through an iterative, collaborative process with an interdisci-

plinary team comprising plant and soil scientists, agricultural

economists, ecologists, agricultural sociologists, modelers, pol-

icy analysts, and farmers. Using this model, we explore amecha-

nism leading to the two prevailing management paradigms (i.e.,

relying primarily on ecosystem services versus external chemical

inputs) that is the result not of complex structural assumptions

within either the human or ecological system but rather the rates

at which the two systems interact. While our model necessarily

simplifies both decision-making and environmental processes,

it provides a useful framework to explore emergent properties in

social-ecological systems.Weshow that our findingshave impor-

tant implications, both for agricultural policy implementation such

as incentive design and social-ecological systems theory.

RESULTS

We observe the behavior of farmers’ sequential choices and the

resultant environmental outcomes through time. The decision

strategy, p*, describes the emergent optimal course of action

for a given ecosystem service state (the stationary optimal



A B C Figure 1. Tipping points in emergent deci-

sion strategies drive bistability in ecosystem

service states

Initial ecosystem states (dark blue) are distributed

normally (mean = 0.5; SD = 0.2; truncated at [0,1]).

(A) Optimal decision strategy p* for discounted in-

finite-decision horizon.

(B) Ecosystem state of each agent following deci-

sion strategy from (A) over 20 decision cycles (500

simulations).

(C) Initial ecosystem state density (dark blue) and

final bimodal ecosystem state density at t = 20 (light

blue). Density represents the probability density of a

given ecosystem service state at a given time step.
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state-dependent decision strategy; see experimental proced-

ures for further details). Figure 1A shows this optimal strategy

when the farmer plans over a discounted infinite time horizon.

Notably, it shows that, at some ecosystem service state, the

optimal decision strategy displays a tipping point in which it be-

comes advantageous to adopt diversification practices

(Figure 1A).

We find that, following the optimal decision strategy from Fig-

ure 1A, farms have largely settled into two stable ecosystem ser-

vice states, with some farms transitioning to more simplified

(lower levels of ecosystem services) farming systems and others

tomore diversified (higher levels of ecosystem services) systems

(Figures 1B and 1C).

Importance of temporal dynamics in coupled systems
Our baseline model shows how a simple coupling of human

choices and ecological responses can result in bistable land-

scapes of high and low diversification practice adoption and,

as a result, high and low levels of ecosystem services (Figure 1).

By varying the time horizon of the decision process, the rate of

ecological response, and the cost-benefit ratio, we find that

this tipping point in decision strategy disappears when the speed

of response of either the ecological system or decision-making

process overwhelms the coupling (we use this as a proxy for de-

coupling; Figure 2A).

With temporal human/environment interactions, there exists

a region of cost-benefit ratio within which various decision

tipping points and bimodal ecosystem service state distribu-

tions exist, as in Figures 1 and 2A. Intuitively, at low-enough

cost-benefit ratios, bimodality disappears because farmers

are expected to always invest (Figure 2A, bottom panel). Simi-

larly, at high-enough cost-benefit ratios, bimodality disappears

because farmers are expected to always divest (Figure 2A, bot-

tom panel). However, within a range of cost-benefit ratios, de-

cision strategies are found to drive bimodal ecosystem patterns

(Figure 2A, bottom panel between red dotted lines). Shortening

the time horizon of decisions (Figure 2B) or increasing the rate

of ecological processes (Figure 2C) necessarily changes the ra-

tio of benefits to costs required to make investing in practices

worthwhile. However, when decisions become temporally

myopic (in this case, with a time horizon of two decision cy-

cles), the potential for bistability in adoption trajectories disap-
pears (Figure 2B, bottom panel). Unlike Figure 1A, there does

not exist a region of cost-benefit space for this case, in which

bistable patterns of ecosystem states exist (Figure 2B, bottom

panel). Similarly, when ecological processes become fast

enough that the ecosystem responds almost immediately to

farmer actions (r = 0.95), alternate stable states fail to emerge,

regardless of cost-benefit ratios (Figure 2C, bottom panel).

Only when both a gradually changing environment and a for-

ward-looking decision maker (i.e., a farmer who takes into ac-

count potential benefits over the long term) are coupled do

tipping point phenomena emerge in the decision strategy, lead-

ing to two predominant ecosystem service states (Figures 1

and 2A). This bimodal pattern matches farmers’ experiences

based on quotes from our interview data (see experimental pro-

cedures for further details), as well as other real-world agricul-

tural systems.12

Influence of land tenure on ecosystem service states
Given that temporal factors emerged as central themes from our

interview data on diversified farming adoption patterns (see

experimental procedures for further details) and that such fac-

tors are more broadly relevant to understanding decision-mak-

ing patterns on rented land,16 we investigated the impact of

land tenure policy on farmer decision making.

We solved the MDP from Figure 1 on a constrained time hori-

zon (10 decision cycles, in comparison to an infinite time horizon

in Figure 1), representing the shorter horizon on which tenant

farmers might make decisions.

Comparing the final state distribution of the long-tenure (base-

line) versus the short-tenure model shows that, as a farmer’s ex-

pected land-tenure duration decreases, it becomes optimal to

reduce diversification adoption across a wider range of

ecosystem states (Figure 3). This results in ecosystem-state

degradation even among farm sites with an initially high

ecosystem service value after 20 decision cycles (which might

represent two separate 10-year leases; Figure 3C). However,

the duration of land tenuremay not be the sole factor defining de-

cision horizons. Numerous economic and cultural factors—for

example, whether farmers are highly motivated to seek sustain-

ability as a goal in itself rather than solely for individual economic

reasons—might also impact the time frame over which a farmer

is willing to wait for ecological benefit.
One Earth 5, 1–10, March 18, 2022 3



A B C

Figure 2. Decision horizons and ecological rates together influence emergent patterns in SESs

For three scenarios (coupled human and natural system, overly myopic decision maker, and overly fast ecological change), cost-benefit ratio was varied

incrementally over 40 values, indicated by color shade, across a c:b range of width 0.15, encompassing the transition between a ‘‘never invest’’ to an ‘‘always

invest’’ policy. For each c:b, 500 replicate simulations were conducted as in Figure 1. Upper plots show distribution of final (t = 20) ecosystem service state for

each c:b. Lower plots show density curve peak(s). Where overlap is observed in the lower graphs indicates the c:b ratios associated with bistability.

(A–C) By coupling (A) a forward-looking decision maker (e.g., a farmer who takes into account potential benefits over the long term) and a slowly adapting

environment, complex dynamics like alternate stable states can emerge (seen in cost-benefit ratios between the red dotted lines). Bistable states do not exist at

all cost-benefit ratios in this case (i.e., at a high-enough cost-benefit ratio, no adoption will occur, leading to a single low-adoption state). Further, with (B) a short-

term decision strategy (solving theMDP over a 2-year time horizon) or (C) a fast ecological change rate (r = 0.95), no bimodality is observed. In the cases of (B) and

(C), the shift from no adoption to all-in adoption exists at some cost-benefit ratio, removing the possibility of bistability in (A).
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Temporal dynamics and incentive structures
Our coupled social-ecological system model also allows for

exploration of how incentives that shift cost-benefit structures

influence management practices. Based on feedback from the

farmers we interviewed (see experimental procedures for

further details), we explore the impact of incentive duration on

the efficacy of policies to promote adoption of diversification

practices by comparing two different publicly funded incentive
A B C
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scheme designs: a short-term (two time step) incentive that fully

covers the cost of adoption versus a longer term (10 time step)

incentive that only partially offsets the adoption cost. Both

schemes offer the same total amount of financial support.

Within the model, farmers adapt their optimal decision strate-

gies for the given cost-benefit ratio during the incentive period,

and at its conclusion, they revert to the baseline strategy (i.e.,

without payments).
Figure 3. Shortened decision horizons

decrease adoption of diversified farming
practices

(A) The simulation is identical to that in Figure 1B and

represents long, stable land tenure.

(B) The model from (A) is solved under a finite, 10

decision time horizon (rather than an infinite time

horizon) to represent short tenure.

(C) Comparison between final state distribution of

short- versus long-tenure model runs.



A B C D

Figure 4. Exploring incentive design with MDP models

(A–C) Starting from the same initial states as Figure 1, ecosystem service state time series are shown for (A) a large, abrupt incentive (100% of adoption expenses

are covered for 2 years) versus (B) a smaller, more sustained incentive (i.e., adoption cost is 80% of baseline for 10 years). Before discounting, both packages

have the same total cost to the funder (the equivalent of 2 years’ worth of full-adoption-cost offsets). With discounting, (C) scenario is cheaper. After the incentive

period, farmers (agents) adjust their decision rules to that of the base case (i.e., no incentive) until t = 20.

(D) The sustained incentive ultimately drove more diversification practice adoption.
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We find longer, more sustained incentive programs to bemore

effective at pushing the farmer over the critical threshold toward

diversified farming (Figure 4). Once a farmer has crossed the

viable ecosystem service state threshold (or optimal decision

strategy tipping point), it becomes less likely that they will return

to simplified systems, even after incentives are removed.

Because it takes a series of investment actions for the ecosystem

service state to cross this threshold, longer term incentives ulti-

mately result in more adoption of diversification practices. In

addition, because the agent is forward looking, they are able to

assess the entire expected reward of a long-term incentive.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis suggests a mechanism for tipping points in social-

ecological systems that does not rely on complex assumptions

about the structure of the social or ecological systems alone.

Instead, these tipping points emerge from the temporal interac-

tions between forward-looking decisions (i.e., a farmer who con-

siders potential benefits over the long term) and slowly emerging

ecological outcomes. While alternate stable states within social-

ecological systems, including farming systems, have been

previously explored and observed,6,12,28 our results shed light

specifically on temporal feedback that might contribute to this

pattern (Figure 2). We also show how path dependence can

result in self-perpetuating low ecosystem states and low adop-

tion of diversification practices (Figure 1) and why this provides

novel insights not only for social-ecological research (Figure 2)

but also for agricultural policy (Figures 3 and 4).

In contrast to equilibrium models,12 our model assumes

(Figure 6; experimental procedures) that ecological and environ-
mental processes take time to respond to the adoption of a

diversified practice. For example, soil organicmatter and its ben-

efits (such as improved water retention and storage of essential

nutrients) take years to build after starting practices like cover

cropping and compost additions.34 Our interviews with farmers

support this reality (Figure 7; experimental procedures). One

farmer explains:

‘‘I’ll use five years, which seems like a long time, but I

mean, that’s only potentially 5 or 10 crop cycles depend-

ing how heavy you crop . There’s probably some very

good soils that can be turned around relatively quickly if

everything works right. Somebody might see some pretty

dramatic benefits in a year or two, depending how bold

they wanted to do things. But I think the changes in soil

in my mind, they’re not immediate. You don’t make grand

changes right away. So I mean, if you get started doing

some reduced tillage using more cover crops, if you

have a good source of compost and start incorporating

those practices, I would hope that you would see some-

thing in five years.’’

We show how time delays in ecosystem responses tomanage-

ment decisions, as exemplified above, can explain patterns of

multiple stable ecosystem service states (Figure 5, P1). While ex-

isting explanations of multiple stable states in SESs provided by

equilibrium models12 are not necessarily wrong, temporal expla-

nations for this pattern reflect key system attributes described

by farmers and allow for the exploration of intervention strategies

that are temporally constrained (e.g., land tenure, incentives, etc.).

While not addressed in this analysis, the interaction of non-mono-

tonic (or generally more complex) subsystem dynamics and the
One Earth 5, 1–10, March 18, 2022 5



Figure 5. Summary of results

The main model predictions (P1–P3), evidence in support of emergent patterns, and value added of the temporal complexity and minimal assumptions.
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temporal interactions of those subsystems will be an important

path for future research.

Our results also have important implications for understanding

farmer decision making and agricultural policy design. Our

model explains why the land-tenure status of a farmer can signif-

icantly influence their willingness and ability to adopt diversifica-

tion practices (Figures 3 and 5, P2). This finding accords with a

large body of sociological research documenting how security

and length of land tenure affect the adoption of sustainable agri-

cultural practices,13–16 suggesting that our model captures

emergent socio-ecological dynamics of farming systems. As

another farmer explains, ‘‘We do have hedgerows on several of

the ranches, more where we have long-term leases.’’ Growers

who hold shorter leases are more likely to decide that adopting

diversification practiceswill not benefit them. Theymay lose their

investment if their lease ends forcibly or may have insufficient

time to learn how to use practices in the particular ecological

and geographical conditions of their farm.35,36 Immigrant

farmers and farmers of color, especially those new or beginning,

often struggle to achieve stable land tenure due to racial discrim-

ination, poverty, or language barriers in farmer networks, policy,

and finance.37 Thus, policies that specifically aim to increase

land tenure, for example, by supporting ownership and genera-

tional succession, may be powerful levers to effect positive

change in this area.

Finally, ourmodel suggests that existing incentive programs to

promote agricultural sustainability and ecosystem services by

reducing the costs of practice adoption may need significant

redesign (Figures 4 and 5, P3). Such policies have become an in-

tegral part of farming over the past half-century.38,39 They are

particularly interesting to explore with a MDP due to their often

sequential but time-limited nature. Incentive policies rolled out

over a given time frame are challenging to study with equilibrium

analyses or simple decision rules.

Our results suggest that long-term sustained incentives, even

when only partially covering the cost of adoption, may be more

effective in shifting farmers from simplified ecological states to

diversified states than more concentrated short-term incentives.
6 One Earth 5, 1–10, March 18, 2022
We show that the cost of interventions and the social-environ-

mental benefit of those interventions are not necessarily equiva-

lent. Rather, the perceived stability of incentive programsmay be

an important driver of adoption. This dynamic can be overlooked

when the temporal rates of coupled dynamics in social-environ-

mental systems are not considered. If farmers expect a stable

source of support over a known time period, they may decide

it is worthwhile to experiment and persist with a new practice

that may not provide observable benefits for many years.40 Un-

stable support, by contrast, may lead to farmers abandoning

practices after a short time or may prevent farmers from trying

new conservation practices.41 Moreover, the reduced transac-

tion costs that come with farmers making a longer term commit-

ment, while not captured in our model, would only further

suggest the higher efficacy of sustained incentives compared

with concentrated incentives.

This finding is particularly relevant to the design of government

payment programs and suggests that smaller payments can be

highly effective in encouraging the adoption of diversification

practices (or other ecosystem-service-promoting practices)

when distributed over long time horizons. Small payments over

a longer time frame also constitute a lower total cost to the gov-

ernment when considering even modest discount rates. Yet the

relationship between the length of incentive programs and the

persistence of changes in land-manager behavior once pay-

ments end remains unclear. One study found that, when land-

owners were unable to re-enroll in a waterbird habitat program

in northern California due to 3-year-period limits, participant

numbers declined and farmers persisted less with their prac-

tices.41 Other studies have found that growers tend to switch

back land that is left unused in return for payments via the federal

conservation reserve program to ‘‘more valuable’’ productive

uses (e.g., corn ethanol).42 It is possible, as our model suggests,

that steady, if somewhat lower, conservation payments might

result in more favorable outcomes when compared with fluctu-

ating or short-term payments.

Several federal government programs provide incentives to

farmers over long time periods. For example, the US Department



Figure 6. Conceptual diagram and model assumptions

The farmer’s choice of how much to invest (time and money) into the adoption of diversification practices is shown in blue, and the resulting ecosystem services

state in green, with amore diversified ecosystem state at the top and amore simplified ecosystem state at bottom. Each time step, the farmer chooses the optimal

action for their current ecosystem service state based on the perceived utility function, u, and state transition probability function, p. For a given ecosystem

service state and action at time t, p describes how the ecosystem responds stochastically to result in an updated state at t + 1. The updated ecosystem service

state then feeds back to influence the farmer’s future choices, leading to tradeoffs arising from the coupling of ecological processes with consecutive diversi-

fication-practice-adoption decisions over time. Main model assumptions (A1–A5) are outlined along with a brief rationale for each approximation.
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of Agriculture (USDA) manages a conservation stewardship pro-

gram (CSP), which is a 5-year contract—potentially renewed for

5 more years—that pays farmers an annual sum in return for

agreeing to implement a customized conservation plan co-

created with a USDA agent. The plan allows growers to build

on their existing conservation practices by implementing prac-

tices that improve a wide range of on-farm conditions, from soils

to biodiversity. USDA also manages the environmental quality

improvement program (EQIP), which similarly supports on-farm

diversification practices with contracts that typically last 1–3

years but may extend to 10 years. Payment rates are reviewed

and changed annually; certain practices may receive sizable

assistance, but rates can be unstable over time.43 While both

CSP and EQIP are heavily in demand by farmers in many states,

including California, researchers have not yet examined whether

the differing longevity of the incentives provided via these pro-

grams could impact the durability of diversification practice

implementation.

In conclusion, by combining semi-structured interview data

with a modeling approach that captures complex temporal dy-

namics in a stylized social-ecological systemmodel, we offer in-

sights into important agricultural management patterns and their

implications for ecological outcomes and public policy. While

tipping points have been extensively studied throughout the

social-ecological systems literature, including agriculture, we

suggest a novel mechanism for these tipping points that makes

minimal assumptions about system-specific behavior. Further,

we present a flexible model framework that can be built on to
address critical questions in social-ecological systems research

and policy design.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Melissa Chapman (mchapman@berkeley.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new materials.

Data and code availability

All code underlying the models and figures is available at https://github.com/

boettiger-lab/dfs-mdp.

Conceptual model description

We explore the transition to and from diversified farming systems (low and high

ecosystemserviceprovisioning states) using anMDP inwhicha farmermakesa

series of decisions about whether or not to employ agricultural-diversification

practices over time (Figure 6).Modeling theadoption of diversificationpractices

and the resultant ecosystemservicesasaMDP requires thatwefirst defineaset

of available ‘‘actions’’ (or decisions) and a set of possible system states. In our

model, at each time step, the farmer takes an action of 0%–100% investment in

adopting or maintaining diversification practices. The ‘‘system state’’ corre-

sponds to the level of benefit derived from the ecosystem services that result

from those adoption decisions.While higher ecological states are beneficial, in-

vestments in diversification practices also come with higher associated costs

(Figure 6, A1). Costs and benefits may be financial, social, ideological, and/or

aesthetic, and we approximate that relationship as linear (Figure 6, A2). A

greater percent investment in diversification practices corresponds to a greater

probability of transitioning to a higher (more beneficial) ecological state within
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Figure 7. Key quotes from interviews

Key quotes from farmers interviewed suggest that

the temporal horizon of decision making and the

rate at which farmers receive ecosystem benefits as

a result of those decisions are important factors in

the adoption of diversification practices.
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the next decision cycle (Figure 6, A3). Our model makes minimal assumptions

about the relationships between actions and costs (Figure 6, A1), states and

benefits (Figure 6, A2), and actions andstate changes (Figure 6, A3).While addi-

tional assumptions couldbe integrated into thisMDP framework (e.g., nonlinear

functions for Figure 6, A1–A3), we focus our study on the impact of the interac-

tionsbetween ecological rates and timehorizons of decisions byminimizing as-

sumptions around the functional forms of these subsystems.

The rate at which that ecological response occurs depends on parameter r

but importantly is not instantaneous (Figure 6, A4). By defining parameter

values for cost, benefit, transition stochasticity, ecological change rate, and

future discounting, an MDP allows the optimal action strategy for the farmer

(agent) to emerge based on expected rewards (benefits minus costs) over

either a finite (to represent short-tenure leased farms) or infinite (to represent

longer term leases and land ownership) time horizon (Figure 6, A5). We use a

10-year time horizon to represent shorter term decision making, essentially

the longest frame of reference that tenant farmers tend to work within and a

conservative way of looking at the impact of lease length for tenant farmers.17

This frame of reference is suggested not only in the agrarian sociology litera-

ture but in the farmer interviews we conducted. Discounted infinite decision

horizons are meant to represent landowners and other farmers with the capac-

ity to account for the economic viability of an action over the long run.

Interview data

As part of the larger project that our modeling work contributes to, between

February 2018 and August 2020, the agricultural sociologists in our team inter-

viewed 25 lettuce growers and 17 almond growers from California using a

snowball sampling method. We developed an interview guide with questions

that focused on the barriers andmotivations for using diversification practices,

such as cover cropping, planting hedgerows, and diverse crop rotations. We

focused on almonds and leafy greens and lettuce because these are among

the most economically valuable and regionally prevalent crops in California,

represent different farming systems and environmental conditions, and their

increased diversification could have major impacts (for almonds, a very large

acreage could benefit; for leafy greens, their requirements for fertilizer and

pesticide applications could be reduced greatly). We selected interviewees

to represent a range of growers (small to large scale, organic to conventional,

early adopters of diversification practices to late adopters, family run to corpo-

rate management, and direct-to-consumer marketing to wholesale). Inter-

views were conducted in person or over the phone when in-person interviews

were not possible due to farmer schedules or the need to social distance dur-

ing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) restrictions. Most interviews were

audio recorded and transcribed. If recording was not possible, careful notes

were taken to create a transcript.

We performed deductive coding for central themes and keywords of the

transcripts to inform structural attributes of our model. Specifically, our inter-

view coding informed the relationships among costs, benefits and actions in
8 One Earth 5, 1–10, March 18, 2022
diversified farming systems, the integration of time

horizons into decision strategies, and the gradual

rate of ecological change in response to manage-

ment actions (Figure 7). In addition, interviews pro-

vided quotes to contextualize model findings.

Mathematical description

The MDP is composed of two coupled models: a

model of the ecological processes, st+1 = f(st,at),

and a model of how the farmer views those pro-

cesses, expressedas the utility functionof the biolog-

ical state and the cost of the farming actions and de-

cisions u(st,at). Both models incorporate temporal

dynamics. The biological model has a notion of time
that says that actions do not immediately change the biological environment

but instead change it over time at rate r. Meanwhile, the farmer pays the cost

of action at as soon as that action is taken. However, unlike common alternative

frameworks, such asmost agent-based (‘‘individual-based simulation’’) models,

the farmer does not choose actions one at a time. Instead, the farmer plans

ahead over the future by considering actions that may be costly now but pay

off in years to come, given the utility of a strategy (i.e., a sequence of actions,

the discounted sum of the utility of all the individual actions in the strategy).

This decision model can be formulated as

max
fat˛Ag

E

"XT
t

uðst ; atÞgt

#
; (1)

where {at} is chosen from the set of available actions,E the expected utility oper-

ator, u(st,at) the utility that the farmer associates with being in state st and taking

action at at time t, g themyopic discount factor, and T the time horizon of the de-

cision, which in this case represents the land tenure of the farm. In our study, we

set T = 10 to represent tenant farms and T/N to represent a farmer who owns

the land or has a long lease. The farmer takes action at to get the highest ex-

pected return over either an infinite decision horizon or a given finite decision ho-

rizon (methods to solve for the action policy are outlined in Marescot et al.30).

We assume a simple model of the farmer’s perceived utility u(st,at) as a func-

tion of the difference between the cost ca associated with diversification prac-

tice action at versus expected benefits bs derived from ecosystem state st, at

time t, such that

uðst ; atÞ = bsst � caat ; (2)

where farmers’ initial ecosystem states were distributed normally around a

mean of s0 = 0.5. The ecosystem state is also dynamic, evolving according

to the transition probability function p(st,at), such that

st +1 = pðst ; atÞ : = st + rðat � stÞ+ e; (3)

where e�N(0,s). This provides a minimal state transition model in which the

parameter r sets the natural timescale at which the ecosystem can respond

to changes in land-management decisions and s defines the width of the state

transition probability distribution, capturing the noise inherent to ecological

system change.

While we have assumed very basic transition and utility functions for this

stylized model, in general, more complicated functions for both the ecosystem

state transition and perceived utility could be substituted into this framework.

Model implementation

Themodel was developed in theR programming language.44 TheMDPtoolbox

library was used to set up and solve the MDP.45
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